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Offers advice on writing essays about the works of Emily Dickinson and lists sample topics for twenty of her poems.
First published in 2012. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
In Spain, the two hundred years that elapsed between the beginning of the early modern period and the final years of the
Habsburg Empire saw a profusion of works written by women. Whether secular or religious, noble or middle class, early
modern Spanish women actively composed creative works such as poetry, prose narratives, and plays. The Routledge
Research Companion to Early Modern Spanish Women Writers covers the broad array of different kinds of writings –
literary as well as extra-literary – that these women wrote, taking into consideration their subject positions and the cultural
and historical contexts that influenced and were influenced by them. Beyond merely recognizing the individual women
authors who had influence in literary, religious, and intellectual circles, this Research Companion investigates their
participation in these circles through their writings, as well as the ways in which their texts informed Spain’s cultural
production during the early modern period. In order to contextualize women’s writings across the historical and cultural
spectrum of early modern Spain, the Research Companion is divided into six sections of general thematic interest:
Women’s Worlds; Conventual Spaces; Secular Literature; Women in the Public Sphere; Private Circles; Women
Travelers. Each section is subdivided into chapters that focus on specific issues or topics.
In 1962, the Heritage Series of Black Poetry, founded and edited by Paul Breman, published Robert Hayden's A Ballad of
Remembrance. By 1975, the Series had published 27 volumes by some of the twentieth-century's most important and
influential poets. As elaborated in Lauri Ramey's extensive scholarly introduction, this innovative volume has dual
purposes: To provide primary sources that recover the history and legacy of this groundbreaking publishing venture, and
to serve as a research companion for scholars working on the Series and on twentieth-century black poetry. Neverbefore-published primary materials include Paul Breman's memoir, retrospectives by several of the poets published in the
Series, a photo-documentary of W.E.B. Du Bois's 1958 visit to The Netherlands, poems by poets represented in the
Series, and scholarly essays. Also included are bibliographies of the Heritage poets and of the Heritage Press Archives
at the Chicago Public Library. This reference work is an essential resource for scholars working in the fields of black
poetry, transatlantic studies, and twentieth-century book history.
This biography examines the long life of the traveller and author Stephen Graham. Graham walked across large parts of
the Tsarist Empire in the years before 1917, describing his adventures in a series of books and articles that helped to
shape attitudes towards Russia in Britain and the United States. In later years he travelled widely across Europe and
North America, meeting some of the best known writers of the twentieth century, including H.G.Wells and Ernest
Hemingway. Graham also wrote numerous novels and biographies that won him a wide readership on both sides of the
Atlantic. This book traces Graham’s career as a world traveller, and provides a rich portrait of English, Russian and
American literary life in the first half of the twentieth century. It also examines how many aspects of his life and writing
coincide with contemporary concerns, including the development of New Age spirituality and the rise of environmental
awareness. Beyond Holy Russia is based on extensive research in archives of private papers in Britain and the USA and
on the many works of Graham himself. The author describes with admirable tact and clarity Graham’s heterodox and
convoluted spiritual quest. The result is a fascinating portrait of a man who was for many years a significant literary figure
on both sides of the Atlantic.
Musaicum Books presents to you this carefully created volume of "The Complete Works of Charles Dickens (Illustrated)".
This ebook has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices.
Contents: Novels Oliver Twist The Pickwick Papers Nicholas Nickleby The Old Curiosity Shop Barnaby Rudge Martin
Chuzzlewit Dombey and Son David Copperfield Bleak House Hard Times Little Dorrit A Tale of Two Cities Great
Expectations Our Mutual Friend The Mystery of Edwin Drood Christmas Novellas A Christmas Carol The Chimes The
Cricket on the Hearth The Battle of Life The Haunted Man Short Story Collections Sketches by Boz Sketches of Young
Gentlemen Sketches of Young Couples Master Humphrey' Clock Reprinted Pieces The Mudfog Papers Pearl-Fishing
(First Series) Pearl-Fishing (Second Series) Christmas Stories Other Stories... Plays The Village Coquettes The Strange
Gentleman The Lamplighter Is She His Wife... Poetry The Loving Ballad of Lord Bateman The Poems and Verses of
Charles Dickens Travel Books American Notes Pictures From Italy The Lazy Tour of Two Idle Apprentices Other Works
Sunday Under Three Heads A Child's History of England Memoirs of Joseph Grimaldi The Life of Our Lord...
Miscellaneous Papers Essays & Articles A Coal Miner's Evidence The Lost Arctic Voyagers Frauds on the Fairies
Adelaide Anne Procter In Memoriam W. M. Thackeray Speeches of Charles Dickens: Literary and Social Letters of
Charles Dickens Criticism CHARLES DICKENS by G. K. Chesterton DICKENS by Sir Adolphus William Ward THE LIFE
OF CHARLES DICKENS by John Forster MY FATHER AS I RECALL HIM by Mamie D. Charles Dickens (1812-1870),
an English writer and social critic, created some of the world's best-known fictional characters and is regarded as the
greatest novelist of the Victorian era.
This book will be of value to those in the West and in the Middle East with an interest in the contemporary state of the higher
educational system in the region and in comparative education in general. It concentrates on the Gulf, but the problems of control,
development, curriculum and purpose in higher education are general throughout the Middle East. Its contributors are mainly
academics working in universities in the Gulf region. Higher Education in the Gulf stresses the need for engagement with the
problems of the Gulf States as developing countries and the roles which practical, locally-based research can play in promoting
balanced, self-reliant development. For too long, work in the West relating to the Gulf has concentrated on oil, military and political
issues, and this book looks beyond these to the neglected areas of social, cultural and human capital aspects of modernisation. It
is deliberately intended to suggest and promote research.
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Provides over 1,700 biographies of influential poets writing in English from 1910 to the present day, exploring the influences,
inspirations, and movements that have shaped their works and lives.
Digital Humanities For Librarians. Some librarians are born to digital humanities; some aspire to digital humanities; and some have
digital humanities thrust upon them. Digital Humanities For Librarians is a one-stop resource for librarians and LIS students
working in this growing new area of academic librarianship. The book begins by introducing digital humanities, addressing key
questions such as, “What is it?”, “Who does it?”, “How do they do it?”, “Why do they do it?”, and “How can I do it?”. This broad
overview is followed by a series of practical chapters answering those questions with step-by-step approaches to both the digital
and the human elements of digital humanities librarianship. Digital Humanities For Librarians covers a wide range of technologies
currently used in the field, from creating digital exhibits, archives, and databases, to digital mapping, text encoding, and
computational text analysis (big data for the humanities). However, the book never loses sight of the all-important human
component to digital humanities work, and culminates in a series of chapters on management and personnel strategies in this
area. These chapters walk readers through approaches to project management, effective collaboration, outreach, the reference
interview for digital humanities, sustainability, and data management, making this a valuable resource for administrators as well as
librarians directly involved in digital humanities work. There is also a consideration of budgeting questions, including strategies for
supporting digital humanities work on a shoestring. Special features include: Case studies of a wide range of projects and
management issues Digital instructional documents guiding readers through specific digital technologies and techniques An
accompanying website featuring digital humanities tools and resources and digital interviews with librarians and scholars leading
the way in digital humanities work across North America, from a range of larger and smaller institutions Whether you are a librarian
primarily working in digital humanities for the first time, a student hoping to do so, or a librarian in a cognate area newly-charged
with these responsibilities, Digital Humanities For Librarians will be with you every step of the way, drawing on the author’s
experiences and those of a network of librarians and scholars to give you the practical support and guidance needed to bring your
digital humanities initiatives to life.
Examines the departure from meter and rhyme in modern poetry and the increased use of free verse
Cannibalism, severed hands and severed heads, rape, murder, tragedy and - of course - the Classics. These are a few of the
delights audiences have to look forward to in Titus Andronicus. It's a play of extremes, as likely to provoke severe discomfort as s
Walt Whitman's passionate writing style and bold subject matter have deeply influenced American poetry. Nearly all of his poems
were published in Leaves of Grass, which Whitman obsessively expanded, edited, and republished throughout his life, ultimately
leaving behind a powerful literary legacy. Twenty of his most commonly read and studied poems are discussed in depth in this
volume, which also features ideas for essay topics to assist students in developing critical-thinking skills.
The famed series of Trinity College and Johns Hopkins lectures in which the Nobel Prize winner explored history, poetry, and philosophy.
While a student at Harvard in the early years of the twentieth century, T. S. Eliot immersed himself in the verse of Dante, Donne, and the
nineteenth-century French poet Jules Laforgue. His study of the relation of thought and feeling in these poets led Eliot, as a poet and critic
living in London, to formulate an original theory of the poetry generally termed “metaphysical”—philosophical and intellectual poetry that
revels in startlingly unconventional imagery. Eliot came to perceive a gradual “disintegration of the intellect” following three “metaphysical
moments” of European civilization—the thirteenth, seventeenth, and nineteenth centuries. The theory is at once a provocative prism through
which to view Western intellectual and literary history and an exceptional insight into Eliot’s own intellectual development. This annotated
edition includes the eight Clark Lectures on metaphysical poetry that Eliot delivered at Trinity College in Cambridge in 1926, and their revision
and extension for his three Turnbull Lectures at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore in 1933. They reveal in great depth the historical
currents of poetry and philosophy that shaped Eliot’s own metaphysical moment in the twentieth century.
This familiar guide to information resources in the humanities and the arts, organized by subjects and emphasizing electronic resources,
enables librarians, teachers, and students to quickly find the best resources for their diverse needs.
Seminar paper from the year 2018 in the subject English Language and Literature Studies - Literature, grade: 2,5, Technical University of
Braunschweig, language: English, abstract: “The poetry of earth is never dead” (Keats 45), that is what John Keats wrote in the first line of
his sonnet “On the Grasshopper and Cricket”. Until now, one could say that his statement from 1884 is true. Poetry still exists and has a
significant impact on our present society. Contemporary authors as Kathleen Jamie are modern writers who deal with themes about our lives
on earth. Nature was one of the central topics during the romantic era and is still a persistent theme due to environmental debates as the
climate change or the pollution of our planet. It is a well-known fact that the consciousness of nature, during these years, had possibly
changed, but, some thoughts and ideas of the romantics might still wield influence on contemporary poetry. This fact leads to the central
question that motivates this paper, namely to what extent the poems in "The Tree House" by Kathleen Jamie contain similarities to the ideas
and thoughts about nature, in the romantic era during the 18th century. Is Individualism and Subjectivity still as important as it was for the
romantics and is the understanding of nature still the same as it was two-hundred years ago? Does Kathleen Jamie try to escape of the world
through imagination or does she face up to the problems of our planet? To answer these questions, it is necessary to begin by taking a closer
look at John Keats and his poetical character. Afterwards, the romantic ideology with its importance of individualism and subjectivity as well
as escapism through imagination will be considered. On this occasion, reason and intellect in opposite to emotion will be discussed. After
analysing the poems “Ode to a Grecian Urn” and “Ode to a Nightingale” by John Keats, in terms of the characteristics considered
previously, the romantic era will be outpaced, and the focus will be on Kathleen Jamie and her contemporary poetry. The new nature writing
and its ecocritical awareness will be discussed what, in the end, leads to the main analysis, where a few selected poems of the collection
"The Tree House" will be examined and interpreted.
A Study Guide for Jill Bialosky's "Seven Seeds," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Poetry for Students. This concise study guide includes plot
summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any
literature project, trust Poetry for Students for all of your research needs.
A Study Guide for Alice Walker's "Women," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Poetry for Students. This concise study guide includes plot
summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any
literature project, trust Poetry for Students for all of your research needs.
The print culture of the early twentieth century has become a major area of interest in contemporary Modernist Studies. Modernism's Print
Cultures surveys the explosion of scholarship in this field and provides an incisive, well-informed guide for students and scholars alike.
Surveying the key critical work of recent decades, the book explores such topics as: - Periodical publishing – from 'little magazines' such as
Rhythm to glossy publications such as Vanity Fair - The material aspects of early twentieth-century publishing – small presses, typography,
illustration and book design - The circulation of modernist print artefacts through the book trade, libraries, book clubs and cafes - Educational
and political print initiatives Including accounts of archival material available online, targeted lists of key further reading and a survey of new
trends in the field, this is an essential guide to an important area in the study of modernist literature.
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How much did making it new have to do with making it? For the four outsider poets considered here, the connection was
everything. Both a social history of literary ambition in America in the 1950s and 1960s and a collective literary biography,
this is an account of postwar poetry underground.
Contemporary poetry, almost all over the world, faces extinction chiefly because people have lost their earlier reading
habits. Human culture has undergone a massive transformation. Considered stochastically the print media might be
actually receding; normal custom of reading books at bed-time tends to get replaced by the more relaxed activity of
watching television. There is also some issue with form, more noticeable among others being the surreal obscurity of
verse, the veneer of disjointed post-modernism, the lack of metre. It is however encouraging to note that there are poets
who belong to the archaic and ever vanishing community of ritual man. Judith Wright, Frederick Turner, Mary Freeman,
Cynthia Zarin have contributed to English poetry even in times as ours. I shall excerpt a few poems and let them speak
for a slice of life. But they symbolize the spirit of a millennium that hosts human grief, joy, fear, or self-exhorcising
creation in its lines.
How does one keep classic books alive for young people today and teach them that literature is instructional and
delightful? How does the teacher foster a classroom environment that encourages student participation and promotes
enjoyment so that teenagers learn to appreciate literary study? More specifically, how can teachers cover centuries of
American literature with students who dont appreciate why they should read material written centuries ago about people
and issues that appear to be irrelevant to life today in a language that seems esoteric? The author of this series of high
school teaching guides addresses these issues. How to Teach American Literature: A Practical Teaching Guide provides
a detailed resource for teachers or anyone interested in an in-depth study of the subject. This second book in the series
covers American literature from the Puritan era to contemporary works. Included are suggestions for cultivating a love for
literature, teaching techniques, detailed analyses of each work, questions for review and test questions with suggested
responses, essay topics, audiovisual aids, classroom handouts, and recommended books that enhance teaching. The
author emphasizes two basic reasons for teaching literature: it is instructional and delightful. This book provides a
comprehensive methodology for teaching the subject that a teacher could apply to one years lesson plans without further
investment in time. Elizabeth McCallum Marlow has developed quality comprehensive guides for the teaching community
based on her thirty-five years of experience and her passion for literature. Teaching professionals will find her tried and
true practices to be invaluable. Johnathan Arnold, MBA, M.Ed, D.Ed.Min Headmaster Covenant Christian Academy,
Cumming, GA
This text discusses the visual and graphic conventions in contemporary poetry in English. It defines contemporary poetry
and its historical construction as a 'seen object' and uses literary and social theory of the 1990s to facilitate the study. In
examining how a poem is recognized, the interpretive conventions for reading it, and how the spacial arrangement on the
page is meaningful for contemporary poetry, the text takes examples from individual poems. There is also a focus on
changes in manuscript conventions from Old to Middle English poetry and the change from a social to a personal
understanding of poetic meaning from the late 18th through the 19th century.
In an ocean where myriads of rivers converge, can one sole river lend the ocean its distinct flavour? For someone who is
at home with several languages, literary traditions and disciplines, is it possible for one form to criss-cross the landscape
of another? In a poet’s world of mirrors, where stream and earth are sky, one may ‘sometimes count every orange on a
tree’, but can one count ‘all the trees in a single orange’? In this volume, Guillermo Rodríguez explores these
possibilities by analysing the works of one of India’s finest poets, translators, essayists and scholars of the twentieth
century, A.K. Ramanujan (1929–1993).
This book explores some of the major processes involved in the definition of school subject knowledge. Using historical
ethnographic methods, the contributors to the collection highlight and examine some of the factors involved at national,
institutional and classroom levels in the making of school subjects. The first section of the book outlines the theoretical
and methodological basis for the study off school subjects, and the reasons for and the possibilities of such a study are
considered. In the second section some histories of school curricula are presented from a variety of settings – colonial
schools in Africa, working-class schools of the nineteenth century, nursery schools – and the conflicting forces of
determination and change in school subjects are identified and examined. The third section focuses on the contemporary
school situation and the papers isolate and investigate some of the interest groups and social processes which enter into
or affect the realization of school knowledge in the classroom.
The Encyclopedia of American Poetry: The Twentieth Century contains over 400 entries that treat a broad range of individual poets and
poems, along with many articles devoted to topics, schools, or periods of American verse in the century. Entries fall into three main
categories: poet entries, which provide biographical and cultural contexts for the author's career; entries on individual works, which offer
closer explication of the most resonant poems in the 20th-century canon; and topical entries, which offer analyses of a given period of literary
production, school, thematically constructed category, or other verse tradition that historically has been in dialogue with the poetry of the
United States.
This handbook provides an overview on major developments that occurred in the field of economic sociology after its rebirth since the 1980s
in the US. It offers new insights on the uniqueness of European economic sociology compared to US economic sociology which emerged at
the end of the 20th century. The handbook presents economic sociology as a developing field which started with certain foundations as new
economic sociology, widening the perspective by introducing social factors thereby focusing more on general belief systems, social forms of
coordination and the relationships between society and the economy. It offers an outstanding portrait of the research field helping to identify
major foundations and trajectories as well as new research perspectives for a globalized economic sociology. This makes the handbook
appeal to specialized researchers of the field, researchers from other disciplines interested in economic phenomena, as well as graduate and
postgraduate students.
Early Modern Autobiography considers the many ways in which autobiographical selves emerged from the late medieval period through the
seventeenth century, with the aim of understanding the interaction between those individuals' lives and their worlds, the ways in which they
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could be recorded, and the contexts in which they are read. In addressing this historical arc, the volume develops new readings of significant
autobiographical works, while also suggesting the importance of texts and contexts that have rarely been analyzed in detail, enabling the
contributors to reflect on, and challenge, some prevailing ideas about what it means to write autobiographically and about the development of
notions of self-representation.
On the life and works of Ramakrshna Jha, 1923-1970, Maithili author.
Opposing Poetries presents a selection of Hank Lazer's writing on a range of issues in contemporary American poetry. Through a series of
recurring cultural, material, and institutional perspectives, Lazer investigates the assumptions and habits that govern conflicting conceptions
of contemporary American poetry, while refining, reconsidering, and questioning his own and modern theorists' assertions and claims relating
to experimental poetry. Volume One examines the shift in the governing assumptions of contemporary poetic practice. Lazer inspects the key
critical works addressing poetries in the 1980s and 1990s, as well as the political and aesthetic impact of modern critics, poetry reading
programs, and of the publishing industry and libraries on contemporary poetic practice.
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